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Harvest
It’s that time of the year again when our students show their creativity and generosity by designing and donating for their harvest
boxes. We have had an amazing array of designs for the boxes and also an outstanding amount of food donated. Thank you to
all of the students, parents, and staff for your contributions that will be donated to Open Hands Leicester.

Take it further opportunities
Year 10 National Space Centre presentation: ExoMars mission
Year 10 students from our school were invited to the National
Space Centre on the afternoon of Friday 6th October as part of
World Space Week. They had the opportunity to meet engineers
from the Airbus’ ExoMars mission team, along with their prototype
ExoMars Rover, BRUNO.
ExoMars is a joint European Space Agency / Roscosmos mission to
search for signs of past and present life on Mars, with the ExoMars
Rover due for launch in 2020. During the afternoon visit, students
were delivered a talk on ‘ExoMars Rover: Engineering for the Red
Planet’ by Paul Meacham, the Lead Systems Engineer followed by
a question and answer session. The National Space Centre
continues to deliver events and lectures to students to inspire the
next generation of scientists.
At Rushey Mead Academy, there are many opportunities for all students to participate in activities that will challenge and stretch
them, including visits to universities, workshops delivered by higher education institutes, as well as regional and national competitions.
All ‘Take it Further’ opportunities are regularly publicised through the SMHW notices and students are encouraged to be proactive
in applying for such opportunities.
This term the following activities are being offered:
KS4 Street Law workshops delivered by the University of Leicester
A group of Law students from the University of Leicester will deliver an interactive and very informative
presentation covering a range of legal topics, including Criminal Law and Civil Law. They will also discuss the
various pathways to Law and possible career options. Students will also have the opportunity to ask further
questions regarding pursuing a career in Law during a Q/A session at the end of the workshop. The workshop will
take place on Tuesday 7th November. Students who would like to sign up should email Ms N Kholia
(nkholia@rushey-rmet.org.uk) to register their interest.

Instagram account
The Art department has a new Instagram account where they showcase students work - rusheymeadartists.
https://www.instagram.com/rusheymeadartists

Rushey dance academy auditions 2017
At the beginning of the academic year, the dance department held its annual auditions for the Rushey Dance Academy. On Tuesday
12th September Approximately 80 students attended the audition and the standard was incredibly high,. We were overwhelmed by
the talent and enthusiasm. 25 students successfully secured a place in the Dance Academy. All of the successful students have been
working extremely hard this term, engaging in technique class and learning new routines. The Dance Academy is being taught by
Jalpa Vala, an ex BTEC dance student, who left Rushey in 2012. Jalpa has come back and is volunteering with the dance
department to gain precious teaching experience to support her application to the London School of Contemporary Dance. Jalpa has
always been passionate and enthusiastic about dance and she is a very talented and accomplished dancer. The students in the dance
academy have learnt a lot from her over the first term and have embraced this amazing opportunity to partake in the highest
quality of dance.
Congratulations to all of the students who successfully auditioned for the Dance Academy. It was extremely difficult to decide on the
final selection of students as there were so many talented young people. If you were not successful this time, there is always another
opportunity to audition in January.
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BTEC dance Birmingham hippodrome trip
On Friday 29th September the BTEC Dance students visited the Birmingham
Hippodrome to watch the Birmingham Royal Ballet perform David Bintley’s Still Life
at The Penguin Café. During the trip the students also experienced a pre
performance discussion, where members of the Royal Ballet addressed the audience
to discuss their roles and responsibilities with in the company and they also took
questions from the audience. The students also got to have a mini tour of the
auditorium and the orchestra pit.
This experience was extremely valuable to the students as the new BTEC Tech
Award in Performing Arts Dance requires students to study three professional dance works in
three different styles. Still Life at the Penguin Café is one of the dance pieces which has been
selected for analysis in component one, so actually having the opportunity to see the Ballet live
was invaluable for the students.
The ballet addresses very serious issues in a lighthearted way, using a variety of dance styles.
A colourful host of endangered animals seek shelter from the storm. Featuring a Morris-dancing
flea, a ballroom-dancing ram, a woolly monkey and many more, ‘Still Life’ at the Penguin Café
is a witty and poignant look at man’s effect on the world. The pre performance discussion
helped the students to learn more about the ballet from the people behind the scenes and on
the stage. The talk explained some of the ideas, thoughts, costume design, lighting ideas and set
construction, along with individual people’s roles and responsibilities.
‘When we watched it live, it was different because compared to video you could actually feel the
emotions of the dancer. It was more engaging and you could recognize the message more, it made
you think. You didn’t really get bored and it was interesting to watch.’ Sofia Sayani 10CHR
‘Watching Still Life at the Penguin Café live at the Birmingham Hippodrome was the best experience I have ever had, the music, dance,
lights, stage and all the people, everything made me feel so lively and happy. From watching some of the sections on video to watching it
live was so very different. I did not feel anything when I was watching it on video whereas watching it live made me feel many different
things. It was more interesting live and way more fun and enjoyable.’ Shameelah Jamal 10CHM

National poetry day
In celebration of the event, the Academy Library ran a competition for all students.
The theme this year, for this competition was ‘Freedom’.
Sunika B. Hawkins 9CHM, Saroop Nagra 10HAR, Sofia Sayani 10CHR, Palhulpreet Kaur 8BEM and Rani Thanki 7MER all wrote
outstanding poems. Ms. Hindocha was so impressed that she has arranged for these students to each be recipients of a book voucher
and certificate. Subiksha Jeyaram 7BEM, gained a Highly Commended Certificate. The poems will be typed up and laminated to be
added to the poetry section in the Academy Library. Excellent, well done! Mrs Walker

Careers news
Year 9 Highcross Trip – Wednesday 27th September
Twenty seven Year 9 students visited Highcross for a specially designed
Careers Day arranged by Tina Barton (Highcross Community Manager). The
students participated in an action packed day of activities focused on future
careers, confidence building and communications skills. The day was designed
by Year 11 students Anouska Bhonsule & Ritika Bangarh as part of their work
experience over the summer holidays at Highcross. Amazing work girls!
Students spent time with a range of staff and management from across the
business as well as additional volunteers and participated in a speed
networking style activity asking them about their routes into work, educational
experiences and the real world of work.
The afternoon was spent working on a set of business challenges designed to capture the students’ creativity and ideas about
aspects of the centre, including the redesign of the main entrance, attracting new retailers and ideas for future Beacons content.
Each group pitched their ideas to a panel of judges with the winners being presented gift cards to spend in the centre.
The whole day was extremely successful with a wealth of positive feedback and a strong appetite for more of the same in the
future. Jo Tallack, General Manager, who is an official mentor to Rushey Mead Academy, said”
This is the first event we have hosted at Highcross for the students at Rushey Mead Academy so I’m delighted the day went so well. All
the students took advantage of their surroundings and were fully engaged with both the networking event and business challenges. We
all had a great time. I will be sharing our experiences with the wider LLEP network to try and encourage other businesses to hold similar
events.”
Careers Evening – Tuesday 10th October
The Careers evening was a great success with 30 visiting exhibitors from colleges, universities, training providers, apprenticeship
information and more. It was very well attended by Year 11 students and their parents and the feedback from visiting exhibitors
and parents/students was extremely positive.
Examples of Visitor Feedback:
“Great night, great students, fantastic questions” – Loughborough College
“Very friendly staff and student helpers” – Babington Group
“Very good evening. Plenty of opportunities for students” – Babcock Training
Examples of Parent/Student feedback:
“We have found out a lot about the course my child wants to do – Thankyou”.
“Very informative and helpful. Always really good sessions to support and help parents and students. Excellent”. “It gave us the
opportunity to ask different colleges how they work and what courses they do”. “It helped for me to know things I was unaware of”.

We had eight excellent student helpers who escorted visitors into the theatre, were on hand to greet parents and students and did
a fantastic job! Mahamia 8RUS, Janvi 9CHM, Isha 9BEM, Asmaa 9BEM, Vyashti 8RUS, Muskan 8RUS, Watheeq 9BEM and Jevin

Army careers drop in session
On Wednesday 25th October we held an Army Careers drop in session in the Careers Library at lunchtime. The Army staff were very
knowledgeable and spoke to and answered questions from a number of interested students.
UCAS Progress advice for Year 11 students
 Make sure that you know your UCAS Progress login details (Store them on your mobile phones) as you will need to access your
account regularly between now and the time you accept your college placements
 Make sure you log on to UCAS Progress, not UCAS, link as follows:- https://www.ucasprogress.com/authentication/logon
 Predicted Grade information – Please use your summer predicted grades, these will be updated at the end of this term.
colleges will see predicted grades NOT mock grades).

(Your

 Personal statements- All about you, your achievements, ambitions, interests and why you have chosen your courses. (If you are
unsure about what to write, please come and see us for help in B050). Type your statement in WORD, use spell check and
when you are happy with it, copy and paste it onto your UCAS Progress application.
 Check the summary page of your profile, once a section is completed it should change to green. If it has not changed to green and
you have put all the information in, check that you have clicked the submit box.
WHEN YOU SUBMIT YOUR APPLICATIONS YOU CAN STILL MAKE AMENDMENTS UP TO THE BEGINNING OF DECEMBER IF NEEDED
AS THE APPLICATIONS ARE HELD UNTIL THEY HAVE BEEN CHECKED BY YOUR CAREERS TEAM.
If you have any concerns about any aspect of this process please pop in to see us in B050 – we are here to help, advise, reassure
and guide you through the process. – Miss O’Reilly & Miss Butler

Top A2L and most Improved students
Congratulations to the following students who have the best overall Attitude
to Learning scores and also to the students with the top Most Improved Attitude to Learning
scores.
TOP A2L

MOST IMPROVED

Pandey Shreya

7MER

VAJA Aarya

8BOR

MOHAMED Warda

8MER

Thanki Rani

7MER

ADATIA Anjali

8BER

BHATT Nikita

8BER

Dineschandra Raina
Jethwa Naailah

7RUM
7BOS

KAUR Pahulpreet
LAMA Sugarima

8BEM
8BEM

Dhanak Deeya
Pancholi Ayana
Pandya Kaia
Dhillon Simran
Dulobdas Riya
Faulkner Demi-Leigh
Giga Vishni Anju
Thakor Priya

7RUR
7RUR
7MER
7BEM
7BOS
7CHR
7BEM
7CHR

LIMBACHIYA Nisha
AJMAYEEN Amaani
LATHIA Priyanka
MATURANDASSE Priya
RAJKOTIA Nikhil
BENTARA HENAGE Dheumi
KAPADIA Aaliyah
MUNAS Israh

8RUS
8CHM
8BOM
8BER
8MEM
8RUM
8MEM
8RUM

SURATI Huzaifa
MAKWANA Dylan
RUPRAH Ivraj Singh

8MER
8BEM
8BOM

ALI Amman
BACHU Sahar
RAVATIA Rushi
VADERA Krisha

8CHM
8RUM
8CHM
8CHM

Vaghela Hitarth

7HAM

PARDBUCK Anika

8BOM

RAJPARA Vidhi

8RUM

Year 6 Open Evening Dance Workshop
On Thursday 21st September, we had over twenty students who volunteered to participate in a dance workshop for year 6 opening
evening. Our students were proud to showcase what we do in dance at Rushey Mead and were eager to demonstrate choreography
they have been working on. Our current BTEC Dance students, Pratiksha Carsane, Dharika Sures and Kira Hill led the session,
showing excellent leadership skills and acting as positive role models for those younger students who attended the workshop. This was
a great opportunity for our BTEC dance students to choreograph movement material and experience teaching it to others. All
students who attended were a great representation of our Academy and truly made a positive difference.

Forthcoming events
Year 7 parents evening - Thursday 16th November 2017, 4.30pm - 7.30pm
Parent/carer forum - focus on homework - Thursday 23rd November, 5.00pm - 6.00pm
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PRINTING
SERVICES

A4 Colour & black and white printing
A3 Colour & black and white printing
A5, A4 & A3 booklets
Printing onto coloured paper and card
A4 & A3 Laminating
Labels
Comb Binding

Cost effective, speedy printing service.
Ideal for Small Businesses, Community Centres,
Churches.
RUSHEY MEAD ACADEMY
MELTON ROAD, LEICESTER, LE4 7AN
Contact Sarah in Reprographics on: Tel. (0116) 266 3730 or email for a quote printing@rushey-rmet.org.uk

